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SUMMARY:
This paper analyses and proposes incentives and methods for a higher degree of integration of
retail in the general urban fabric. Methods discussed are of two kinds: the physical and transport
related organization of the specific urban geography as well as the economic and legal framework
that creates the general conditions for retail establishment and investment. The paper explores a
retail driven densification strategy for semi central parts of cities, such as industrial and housing
areas. The starting point is that the car adapted urban system can only be transformed by
accepting that most households today use the car for shopping. The strategies are:
1) Replacement of the present cul-de-sac traffic pattern in modernist suburban areas with a
system for through-traffic, including conversion of highway systems to urban streets.1
2) Introduction of economic incentives that makes it more favourable to locate new retail in semi
central areas than in “out of town” external shopping areas, combined with changes in traffic
planning regulations and investment systems.2
Integration of retail – space and time
The hypothesis of this paper is that a high degree
of integration of retail in the general urban fabric
may have a number of positive effects.
Integration can, on the urban level, be
understood and measured from two perspectives.
The obvious definition of urban integration is
linked to space: a high degree of physical
“mixture” of different activities in the same
building, block or area. A high urban density
makes it easier to achieve a high level of
integration of different functions.
A second definition is linked to time: the
availability of a high number of different services,
functions or possibilities within a specific travel
time, measured from a person’s home or
workplace. A high travel speed makes it easy to
reach many functions within a short time span.
The problem in one glance: the attractive and sustainable retail environment of central Linköping is not big enough
or enough accessible with the private car, to be able to compete with the external retail area along the highway.
1 This section is in part based on results from the EU research project Quiet City Transport, subproject 4, “Urban
development and noise reduction”, main author Jerker Söderlind. KTH, Dept of Urban Studies; Anders J Söderlind,
Bosse Bergman, School of Architecture; Erik Stenberg, Dept of Traffic and Location Analysis, Pia Sundberg, Staffan
Algers, Acoustic Control Ltd; Åsa Stenman, Henrik Malker, Peter Malm, Henrik Samuelsson, Nils-Åke Nilsson:
2 This section is in part based on results from the forthcoming book “Retail Urbanism”(Handelsstaden) by Jerker
Söderlind, funded by HUR, and an ongoing research project on integration of retail, a collaboration project between
the consultancy company Ramböll and KTH, funded by Trafikverket, formerly named Vägverket (The National
Road Administration).
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These two definitions, density and speed, can be merged together into one concept, proximity.
A basic definition of a city is an arrangement of places and connections between places that
maximizes proximity, or from the consumer perspective, a place that maximizes availability. All
actors in the retail sector knows that the number of stores, goods, opportunities as well as the
variety and quality of services, the level of competition and business hours of shops are directly
linked to the number of potential consumers (as well as the purchasing power of those). Apart
from improving services, prices and advertisement, the two best ways to strengthen a place for
retail is to increase the density in the area and to improve travel opportunities. The city is in this
perspective an organization to enhance functional possibilities and thus freedom of choice.
Retail created the city
From an historic point of view, most cities have started out as trading posts or market places. It
could be said that the city is born when businessmen start to exchange different goods or services
at specific and permanent meeting places. The liveliest and most urban areas of all cities are also
the places with the highest level of economic exchange. The original “market place” could be
defined as the physical place in which the results of producers are delivered to or handed over to
consumers. Both from a geographical and organizational perspective, retail function as the central
hub or exchange point, to which all other sectors (and urban areas) must adjust and connect.
Retail related activities have, from early history to present days, shaped the economic
frameworks, methods, transaction systems and legal structures needed to handle an increased
level of division of labour and specialization.
In short: without shops, factories will close; without retail, subsistence farming or
hunter/gatherer societies are the only options. In a constantly higher degree the “place for trade”
has become the place for social life, for meetings and for consumption “on the spot”. This in fact
motivates a re-definition of the retail place itself, from the previous “distribution centre” where
purchases were collected and then transported home, to the present “social centre” where a
higher degree of economic activity is linked to experiential and leisure related businesses (from
the bar and the cinema to the gym and the music festival).
Sustainable consumption patterns
This understanding of urbanity can also be connected to the catchword of today, sustainability. A
sustainable system could be said to minimize the loss of energy and material and does not reduce
or consume the economic, social or natural resources that it is dependent on. Sustainability could
therefore be defined as resource effectiveness or waste minimizing. With a high degree of non
material consumption (such as music) and a lower percentage of retail turnover tied to purchase
of goods that is actually transported from the shop to the home is (such as eatables), the higher is
also the possibility to create a place for economic exchange that is sustainable in the long run.
This is still only a general perspective or a tendency. It remains to be proven that the
consumption of natural resources and energy actually will decline, as a result of more
“experiential retail”. To achieve a sustainable consumption and retail situation, the basic
questions will still be tied to waste minimizing, smarter distribution, recycling, packaging, energy
efficiency improvement etc. Present shopping centres are rather a combination of the traditional
place to pick up goods and the modern consumption place. This paper is limited to the question
on how and where retail places are situated in the urban fabric. Given these limitations,
integration of retail in the urban environment could be understood as one of many ways to
promote a more resource effective society. A city organized for sustainable retail could be
understood as a city with a high level of density and with short distances between retail areas
(where consumers “shop”) and other areas (where consumers “work and live”). Such a city also
has a real chance to organize travel systems that combine high speed with short travel distances.
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The sparsely developed American low density city with most housing built as one family homes,
is the opposite. It is more or less impossible to introduce public transit in a low density city. It is
also hard for a retail developer to offer a wide variety of shops in an area with a low population
density – unless the city itself takes the high costs of a well functioning highway system that
expands the area of potential customers. A definition the benefits of integrated retail areas, based
on the three generally accepted sustainability perspectives could be:
Economic perspective: A high turnover for the retail actors/shops and gallerias, as a result of
high levels of clustering and high attractivity. Reduced costs for road maintenance and road
construction for the municipality. A high level of use of the public transport net (compared to
retail areas in less dense and more car oriented areas).
Social perspective: Strong and lively public meeting places with a high degree of interaction
between different socio/economical/ethnic groups. High accessibility for the disabled and
groups without access to private cars. Integrated retail areas often also have higher touristic
values and are easier to use in city branding and promotion activities directed towards potential
visitors/investors.
Ecological perspective: Dense and public transport oriented retail areas reduce emissions,
green house gases, traffic jams and urban noise levels, as they reduce the need for long distance
travel (by car, bus or train) between shops and private homes or work places. Redeveloping
existing “one use only” shopping/working/housing areas into more dense and mixed use areas
may prove to be a both economically realistic and politically popular (and therefore successful)
strategy for a more sustainable urban life.
The need for legal frameworks and incentives
The question is now: does the present pattern for retail location and development deliver
according to the definitions above? Is retail located and built in a way that maximises proximity,
accessibility, freedom of choice, competition, urbanity and sustainability? Is the present economic
and legal framework offering retail the right preconditions, to continue its historic “mission” to
build and improve cities? Behind this question lies the general observation that urban
development basically is a political issue. There is no neutral way of handling questions such as
transportation systems, building permits or real estate taxation. Urbanity is about creating
boarders and limitations that creates advantages for some and disadvantages for others. If the
present legal framework or planning methods do not create good preconditions for retail
development, then new methods have to be discussed.

Retail areas are a combination of specific technological possibilities and specific legal and economic frameworks. To
create sustainable, attractive and profitable retail areas, solutions for the future have to address the question of the
private car as well as economic incentives and traffic planning. Left: the American car friendly mall in the sparsely
developed city. Right: the European car friendly street in the densely developed city (Sveavägen in Stockholm).
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Present retail location patterns
Today retail developers often face a choice between four kinds of locations. Those areas have
generally developed during different historical periods. The analysis of historic urban types below
follows a simplified scheme. Illustrations (counter clockwise) below clarify the general concept.

A Local society, medieval small scale dense city

B Industrial society, large scale dense city

D Market Society, dense mall in low density city

C Modernist society, dispersed low density city

A. The “Local” society with retail in the old medieval or pre-industrial city centre. These areas
are small, dense and often accessible only by foot or by public transport. These parts of our cities
belong to our national heritage and are often protected from change. They very seldom offer any
new place for retail but function as service areas targeted towards mainly visitors and small scale
shopping. All cities do not have this kind of small scale and dense urban core.
B. The “Industrial” society with retail located in the rest of the urban core, developed as a result
of motorization. These areas are rather dense and centrally located, with high accessibility with
cars, rail and bus. They have often the highest property values and rent levels in the city. They are
often geographically small with limited space for new retail development. The competition for a
place in the city centre is rather high, as other functions with a high degree of visitors such as
offices, services, public institutions, tourist spots and leisure compete for a central space.
Centrally located housing is also often highly valued, at least in European cities. Retail in these
areas is often a mix of department stores and fashion, tied to services and leisure. The size of this
type of area is, as the first type, closely connected to urban history. The earlier in time a city has
been built, the larger part of housing and work/retail premises in this mixed use type. This is the
pre-car city.
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C. The “Modernist” society with new retail areas in the semi central area outside the inner core.
These areas are less dense and are often planned as single use areas in the form of an archipelago
with different uses. The semi central areas are rather well connected to both public transport and
the general road/car network. Property values are lower and accessibility with car is higher than
in the old urban core. At least in Sweden, there are often one or a few sparsely built older
industrial areas in this semi central part. As a result of present de-industrialization of western
cities (due to industrialization in countries such as China, India, Brazil) it is not unusual that new
retail is located to these areas.
The low density, combined with generally well planned road systems, creates a situation in which
a retail area has to attract customers from a much larger area than in the two previous urban
types. This is the car-city or the sub-urban city. Young urban systems, such as most American
cities (except the east coast New England cities) lack the two previous urban types (A and B).
D. The present “Market” society in which new retail is established in the outskirts of cities.
These areas combine low property values with high accessibility for cars and parking with plenty
of space for further expansion. In most European cities the lack of complicated regulations (such
as in the old medieval core) or other hindrances to development (such as neighbours that appeal
new development) makes these areas the natural choice for new retail establishments of two
general types.
Either a number of simple “boxes” for well known brands and chains along a highway, or a more
sophisticated shopping centre with a courtyard or a street-like passage with a glassed roof. In the
second alternative, these centres offer almost the same mixture of dining, entertainment,
shopping, services and mixture of small and large shops as the old urban core in type A and B
and are often designed with earlier urban systems as models. This is the infrastructural-city or the
dis-urban city. In recent years, many airport areas have evolved from “transport only systems” to
more complete mixed use urban environments that offer shopping, dining, hotels and office
premises. The high “human flow” at an airport (number of persons passing a specific place per
hour) generates a similar high “economic flow” (number of economic transactions).
Transport defined retail areas
The location of retail has always been the direct result of the transportation system. The different
types of retail areas described above can be explained with a simple diagram. The general
observations are three:
1) With increased travel possibilities, retail areas tend to be fewer and in the same time bigger, as
the number of customers that can reach a specific place also grow. The small retail area cannot
any longer compete with the big retail area when increasingly mobile customers have the
possibility to choose.
2) With increased mobility, tied to the private car, the most logical choice for developing new
retail premises will be out of town, along the national highway systems.
3) This transport related logic is also underpinned by increased diversity and abundance of goods
and services in the shops themselves (and the number of different shops). Small retail areas loose
the battle to large, both with regard to accessibility (traffic) and to product ranges (products and
prices). This is not something to criticise or regret, as the same tendency is obvious in other areas
of economy and production. The traditional local shop “around the corner” hundred years ago
offered a limited number of products to a higher price to consumers that were more or less
forced to “shop locally” as their travel possibilities were limited.
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A Local society
Walking, horses, sailing ships
Generally immobile customers and high costs for
transport creates an integrated retail pattern
Centrally located, at market places in the urban core,
market squares within walking distance from homes
B Industrialism
Motorised ships, trains
Generally immobile customers and higher mobility for
goods
Centrally located retail areas, at ports and train stations,
integrated in bottom floors in dense urban blocks

D Market society
Cars, airplanes, internet
Customers are highly mobile and have the freedom to
travel to preferred retail areas.
Dispersed, large retail areas outside the urban fabric,
dense “retail cities” close to airports, arenas, convention
centres, virtual retail areas on the internet
C Modernism
Trains, private cars
Increasingly mobile customers , high level of trade
Dispersed, small retail centres in suburban housing areas,
Large centres along the highway system

The four urban types, described with diagrams, show the gradual movement of retail areas, from an integrated part
of the city to a more or less “free standing” areas of retail. In the present situation, large hypermarkets along highway
systems are combined with “spaceless” shopping at Internet. The general tendency is that very large and very small
retail areas survive, whilst the medium size retail area is losing ground. The car is the number one location factor

The demand for urbanity
The A and D type of cities actually have a lot in common. They both favour walking and density
as well as mixed use and an urban layout that supports retail and services. Some out of town retail
areas actually offer interior shopping streets, squares and parks that rival the classic preindustrial
urban environments. This is an important observation. Retail developers generally have to listen
to and follow the demands and wishes of their customers more closely than housing or office
developers. The reason is that customers generally have an open and easy choice on which retail
area to visit. It is much harder to change the place of living or working, even if this place does
not satisfy the user. Places for retail can thus be said to be the most sensitive to user demands. If
modern retail places, situated far away from the urban core, try to create a sense of urbanity, then
this says something of demand and also that the new locations – separated as they are from the
rest of the city – are not the best.
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There are many differences between the “old” and the “new” city: the old city (A-C) generally
had a fragmented pattern of property ownership, whilst the new city (D) has a centralized
ownership. The old city was run by a politically organized government, whilst the “dis-urban” city
is governed by a private organization. The old city generally controlled a rather large territory,
including areas for housing and production. The new city is comprised of a number of property
owners that control only parts of the general urban area. The new city takes care of each specific
area, but lacks the mandate to organize the urban landscape as a whole. The new city is more
efficient in the smaller scale, such as the well maintained retail or office area, but is less efficient
in the larger scale, such as the organization of traffic and connections between areas.
During the period of modernist planning, generally speaking from around 1920 to around 1980,
public urban and traffic planning favoured the specialization of cities. By dividing the urban
landscape in specific areas for housing, industry, services, retail, recreation, education etc, each
built up area could be designed to maximize specific aspects. Housing areas could be designed to
offer a secure and clean environment without disturbing though-traffic or industrial pollution.
University and hospital areas were placed separate from areas for storage and shopping. This
pattern of optimizing specific functions in specific locations has been widely criticised by
planners, politicians as well as the general public opinion.
When the period of strong public planning more or less collapsed in the end of the 20th century,
many voices asked for a return to more urban environments characterized by mixed use and less
car traffic dominated places. Whilst the demand for this kind of walkable, functionally varied and
relatively dense city is constantly rising, new developments seldom live up to this goal. Rent levels
for housing, offices and retail premises in the urban cores sometimes reach extreme levels. One
could expect that, in a free market system, demand for a specific environment (dense inner city)
would trigger a wave of production of this urban product. But this is not the case.
The main reason is tied to one of the two integration factors described earlier: time. With the
invention of fast mass transport systems, from train to private cars, the human culture shifted to
achieve proximity by increasing density to increasing speed. This “trial period” of building cities
with long distances and with high speed is also built on an increased use of land, material and
energy. This is not in line with either present demand (of urban products) or with present goals
(of sustainability).
The question is then: is there a realistic way to tackle the car dominated city? The critique against
“car dependent retail areas” often overlooks the basic spatial driving force of retail development:
the place where shopping takes place is always defined by the transport system. Retail is
fundamentally a question of creating a meeting place between a provider and a purchaser, in the
urban system as well as on the Internet.
The hard choice
A retail developer that takes a look at the urban map often faces a choice between areas of type C
and D. To establish new retail in an already built up area of type C could seem to be the most
sustainable and also the more urban. But the hindrances are many. It is often hard both from a
legal and economic perspective. A semi central area often offers less area to build on, to a higher
land price. The existence of neighbouring housing and other functions also often means long and
complicated planning processes, with public appeals and limitations tied to air quality, noise and
safety. And as many potential customers favour to “drive to shop” the question of parking
facilities cannot be overlooked. In many cases traffic planning has a goal to reduce through traffic
in already built up areas. To reduce congestion and noise in existing urban areas, cities also invest
in by-passes, new road systems that direct traffic around, rather than through, the urban fabric.
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For most developers the natural choice for a new retail area will be out of town, in a D-type area.
This is also supported by pure mathematics. Accessibility to large numbers of potential customers
is higher along major streets and highway systems than in more dense urban areas. The exception
to this rule can be found in large cities, with already dense old urban areas and with a well
functioning public transport system. But even in Stockholm, the green capital of Europe 2010,
forecasts from the regional planning organisation (RTK) show that future retail expansion will
take place in car oriented areas, not in the existing mixed use parts of the seven regional centres.
The regional development plan states:3
“The aim behind the multi-core structure is to counteract sparse and scattered settlements, which create inefficient
use of land and provide a poor population base for public transport. With the proposed structure of concentrated
spread into regional town centers, many advantages can be achieved, such as greater efficiency for technical systems,
raised salary levels and financial advantages for companies. Other advantages are improved access to regional
services, culture, healthcare and education, which favors social development.”

RTK predicts an increase of retail space with more than 30 percent between 2007 and 2030,
around 1 100 000 square meter floor area. The two tables below show rentable space and turn
over in the retail sector in 2006 and 2030. Most expansion will take place in low density car
oriented areas, in the table called “glesa delen”. Only one more dense retail area will grow
considerably, Kista-Sollentuna-Häggvik. The simple reason is that car oriented retail areas offer
better accessibility than dense, and that present regional shopping areas with few exceptions are
not possible to reach with an attractive public transport system.

Present and predicted retail in Stockholm city centre and in seven regional centres, 2006 and 2030. RTK.

3

Regionala stadskärnor, Rapport 1:2 009, Regionplane- och trafikkontoret, Stockholms Läns Landsting.
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This prediction is illustrated in two maps in the same report. Red squares represent functionally
integrated and dense retail areas. Blue squares represent sparse and car dominated retail areas.

Comparison of retail areas in greater Stockholm, 2006 and 2030 (prediction), RTK.

This general tendency is strengthened by planning and legislation that prevent car access to more
dense areas, such as car free zones or road tolls. Especially in medium sized cities, the city centre
is losing the battle to out of town shopping areas. One recent Swedish example is the city centre
of Växjö that was appointed “city centre of the year” in the annual competition arranged by the
association of Swedish City Centres (Svenska Stadskärnor). Only a few months after the price
celebration, a number of retailers in the city centre of Växjö announced that they would open up
new stores, or simple move existing shops, to the external shopping area Samarkand outside
Växjö city centre. The reasons were simple enough: better and free parking facilities, higher
accessibility, more convenient shopping layouts. 4
The two stage strategy
The handle this situation, the number one suggestion is to accept reality, that people use the
private car. All proposals that try to “limit car traffic” or create legal or economic hindrances on
retail expansion are built on a false picture of reality. To create more integrated and urban retail
areas, the strategy has focus on the needs and wishes of the customer “behind the wheel”. In the
forthcoming book “Retail Urbanism” the strategy is described as two stages.
In the first stage, retail areas have to be developed in order to meet the demands of customers
that travel with car, in order not to lose turn over. In the second stage, areas, buildings and
transport systems may be developed to promote a less car oriented urban system – and by that
also a less car oriented life style. The strategy could be nicknamed “moving towards the dense
car free (or less car dependant) city by taking the detour via the car friendly dense city”.
To develop urban areas as public meeting places for high accessibility for groups without access
to private cars, the car based retail pattern has to be developed, not counteracted. Redeveloping
existing “one use only” areas into more dense and mixed use areas may also prove to be a both
ecological and economical realistic strategy for a more sustainable urban life, supported by the
retail activities that constitute the heart of urban life and most public meeting places.
4

The Retail Magazine ”Market”, 2010-08-03.
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The car friendly and dense city
The “transition” from the car dependent and car
adapted city with disintegrated retail - to the car
friendly but in the same time also public transport
and walk able city with functionally integrated retail,
is best described in the picture to the left. The
images show a possible gradual densification of a
sparsely developed and car dominated area in
Oakland, California, towards a dense and
functionally mixed city. Note that the car is not
deleted in the last picture. But with higher density it
may be possible to introduce public transport on
relatively sound economic terms.
This as a different strategy than present schemes for
car traffic reduction in city centres and political
initiatives to “promote more cycling”, higher prices
for parking or suggested temporary respites or
moratoriums for new retail developments outside
the city core. The hypothesis here is that planning
initiatives directed at limiting car access to some
retail places (often the dense city centre) will only
result in more car traffic and thus higher turnover in
other retail places that are more car friendly.

Illustration by “The Urban Advantage”, Berkeley, USA, www.urban-advantage.com, produced for Dr. Ed Blakely.

The through-traffic strategy
The first and most obvious part of this car friendly strategy (which still has the goal to create a
less car dependent city) is to increase car accessibility in urban areas that today experience a rapid
decrease in retail activities. The most important structural property of cities of type A and B is, as
was also shown in the diagrams, that those cities have an integrated road net, with traffic
(walking, car bus, etc) going through the urban fabric. Cities of type C and D have a disintegrated
road net, planned as a separate system, connecting but not being part of the urban fabric. The
simple reason for new retail areas being “external” is that the new traffic system in itself is
“external”. As was show in the example of greater Stockholm, customers travel to retail places
that are possible to reach. Therefore integrated retail places loose customers.
In the research project, QCITY, conducted in 2005-2006 at KTH, a hypothetical change of the
disintegrated road system was tested in the suburban Järva Field, north of Stockholm city centre.
The research question was: is it possible to re-introduce an integrated road system without
disturbing the flow of traffic or creating unwanted high noise levels? A comparison between two
situations was done with the transportation modelling system Sampers, combined with the
analysis package Emme/2 and the noise calculation software CadnaA. The two situations were:
1) The official proposed improvements of the main highway system, with a few new high
capacity roads outside the urban fabric. This plan would replace present level crossings with fly
over’s and divide traffic in local and regional systems. This plan did not create new areas for
development and followed the logic of urban type D.
2) An alternative with an integrated road net with a number of new through traffic streets inside
and between different urban areas. This plan created new space for development along both sides
of the green field in the middle of the area. This plan increased density and followed the logic of
urban type B. To accommodate the present high flow of cars, a few short tunnels were suggested
directly below and connected to some of the new proposed urban streets.
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Official proposed new disintegrated highway system to the right. Tested hypothetical integrated road net with areas
for new development (housing, offices, and retail) marked with yellow to the right.

After some adjustments of street layout and traffic junctions, simulations showed that the
alternative road net, with new roads through present car free areas could accommodate future
traffic flows almost as efficient as the official highway system. The proposed new high capacity
urban “main streets” on both sides of the open field would still carry most of the regional traffic.

Simulation of speed and traffic pattern in peak hour. The official highway plan to the left. The alternative road net
plan to the left. KTH, Department of Traffic and Location Analysis.

As this research project did not have a focus on retail, one question remains to be answered: in
what degree would a new integrated street system, designed both for cars, busses and possible
light rail, attract new retail? The question of how to arrange new parking facilities for possible
new retail was also not evaluated. But this alternative urban layout may have some advantages to
the present situation, in which retail is declining in the small and (traffic wise) disconnected
housing areas in around the Järva Field. The only strong retail place is today Kista Galleria, an
indoor shopping mall situated at the subway station in Kista, with an office area on one side and
a housing area on the other side of the subway station. This mall combines the two most
important factors to develop sustainable retail places: accessibility with cars and accessibility with
public transport. All other minor centres in the area lack a strong road net that makes it possible
to attract customers from other places than the immediate surroundings. They sometimes also
lack secondary important factors, such as well organized parking and expansion possibilities.
The result is a generally low level of urbanity in these housing areas, with social isolation and few
work possibilities connected to retail. The conclusion in this part can be: The lack of successful
retail and shopping in the Swedish suburban hosing areas built in the 1960`s and 1970`s is not a
result of lack of (local or regional) purchasing power or lack of suitable premises. It is a direct
result of a traffic planning paradigm that forces retail “out of town”. To achieve more sustainable
and attractive retail areas that can function as carriers and improvers of urban quality, this
paradigm has to be upgraded or replaced.
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The economic incentive strategy.
Present transport infrastructure projects are often planned by national authorities and financed
with public money. In a smaller extent, private investment or real estate companies are directly
involved in planning and financing of new road and rail systems. Based on research for the
forthcoming book “Retail Urbanism”, it is possible to say that the increased real estate values that
often are generated by new transport systems are not taken into account to their full potential. If
“out of town retail areas” that can only be accessed with private cars are defined as a problem,
from an urban or sustainability perspective, then this problem is caused not only to by present
traffic planning. The driving force behind the dispersed sparsely developed and time and energy
consuming city, has to be understood from an economic perspective.
The previous example may serve as an illustration to a general problem. The new highway system
E18 along the Järva Field is planned and financed by national public authorities. This cost is not
in any way matched by new earnings, related to new land made accessible and buildable by this
improved road system. The reason may seem simple: funding is guaranteed by public funds, tax
money. No extra income is needed to implement the project. The illustration of the alternative
layout for the Järva Field shows large areas possible to develop, without destroying the open
field. New development in these new blocks could give approximately 750 000 square meter built
floor area, given rather moderate building heights. With approximately 17 000 persons living and
13 000 persons working in these new blocks, including retail, such a plan would generate a
considerable profit, one estimate ended on 100 million Swedish Krona per year.
Combined transport and retail development investment model.
In a hypothetical situation, in which public funding for new transport systems, was suddenly
reduced or totally abolished, another model for transport investment would have to be organized.
Based on historic examples, such as private rail and road building projects, chances are that a new
road at the Järva Field would not be built according to present plans. The pure logic of “new
road = new land available for building” would probably generate a more dense and urban city.
The driving force behind the dispersed city could then be identified as the lack of direct
economic links between transport investments and real estate developments. This problem
complex may be described with another example.
Suppose that the public transport company SL in Stockholm had the option to buy and develop
the present small city centre at Lidingö, including the undeveloped area around it. If this was the
case, an improved public transport system to Lidingö would be much more economically feasible
then today. SL would in this case profit from the increased real estate values that SL: s public
transport system would generate on SL: s real estate. The result would be a denser and less car
dependant retail pattern. The example in itself opens up for further investigations of economic
incentives for retail development.
Economic incentives for integrated retail
A similar question related to economy was touched upon in the introduction to this paper. The
retail developer that prefers the “out of town” area, not the semi central location, makes a sound
choice. With limited space, new retail premises in semi central areas are often more expensive to
build, including parking garages instead of simple parking on open land. This is an important
incentive to avoid building integrated and dense retail areas. If the previous suggestions might
seem farfetched, a more simple approach could be tested. It is possible to calculate the added
cost for building centrally located parking houses and garages, compared to parking on open
land. If the developer did not have to carry this added cost, the choice between “semi central”
and “out of town” would be more neutral. Who should then take this cost? One answer might be
Trafikverket, the national transport agency that has as one if it´s objectives to support a more
sustainable transport system. This question is open for discussion and further initiatives.
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